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“Delivering the oral poetics of p’ansori translationally, a case of Ch’unhyang”

In promoting Korean storytelling, the narrative of Ch’unhyang for its irreducible narrative charm and representational adaptability takes a prime seat. As specimen of oral tradition, Ch’unhyang is mainly imbedded in a storysinging called p’ansori. In p’ansori singing, the multifariously situated appearance of characters and the sundry shapes and sizes of emotional response, all ride the inimitable tonal shifts and rhythmic turns in the music called p’ansori. Due to the language, culture, and time differences deliverance of its oral poetics to the audiences today and outside Korea is complexly challenging. How could one convey both the narrative content and the art of delivery as one and the same? Is it possible at all? I take this opportunity to showcase my own experimental translational adaptation from the narrative of Ch’unhyang, as opener of the discussion of the methodology of representation of oral literature and traditional storytelling across border.
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